PRODUCT GUIDE

Size
We build doors for huge openings, up to 16�
tall and 60� wide. Big doors for big living.

Configuration
Countless door configurations include pocketing, corner, curved, folding,
and pivoting doors that meet the unique design needs of your project.

Performance
Weiland doors are tested and rated for air, water, and structural performance, with
panels that slide on a flush track extending only 3/16˝ above the finished floor.

The Liftslide

Take the indoor/
outdoor lifestyle to
the next level.
Seamless Transitions
Embrace sweeping views in unprecedented ways with
the Liftslide’s huge sizes, countless configurations, and
weather rated flush tracks.

Configurations

Advanced Hardware

Liftslides can be built in countless configurations, offering
unique and creative architectural possibilities. Doors can
be built straight, curved, or in a corner, and panels can
slide against a jamb, disappear into a wall pocket, or slide
along an inside or outside wall.

The Liftslide’s hardware is engineered for dependability,
durability, and smooth operation, making it easy to move
panels weighing over 1000 lbs. Weiland works closely
with European vendors, some with over 100 years of
experience, to provide the best components available,
backed by rigorous testing and expertise with custom
applications.

Door Design

Customization

An aluminum sash with wood interior cladding comprises
our aluminum wood door design. The 3-3/16˝ thick profile
includes a 1/2˝ wood cladding attached to the profile by a
patented fastening system that connects them structurally,
but separates them physically and thermally. Thermally
broken aluminum and wood liftslides are also available.

Choose from many available glass types to meet energy
requirements, match any color, and select your wood
species of choice to customize the door system to your
project. We use high quality AAMA 2605 rated coatings as
a standard exterior finish with outstanding color retention
and weather resistance.

Weather Ratings
Weiland doors are tested and rated for air, water, and
structural performance, with AAMA ratings for doors up
to 16� tall. Hurricane and impact ratings are available for
Liftslides with only a 3/16˝ flush track.

Above: A custom angled, pocketing aluminum wood Liftslide.

Above: An all wood Liftslide in a contemporary residence.

Below: A Liftslide used as a pocketing window at Napa Valley’s Kenzo Winery.

Below: Micah Childern’s Academy, Brentwood, Tennessee.

Above: Curved, corner Liftslides with SDL bars.

Above: The Weiland flush track elegantly connects indoor and outside spaces.

Below: The operable panel in this system slides along an outside wall.

Below: Two panels dissappear into a wall pocket.

Aluminum wood Liftslides open up an art
and music studio in Edwards, Colorado.

Folding Doors

Above: Alexandrite Suite, Casa Madrona Hotel & Spa.
Below: The Weiland standard bifold.

Maximize Space
Maximize the size of a wall opening to enhance your view
with Weiland’s folding doors. Because folding door panels
stack perpendicular to the wall when fully open, they’re a
great way to optimize space when panel pockets are not
possible. Folding doors can be designed to fold in, out, or
operated as center pivoting.

Go Big!
The Weiland Beefy Bifold is a proprietary folding door that
uses the Liftslide sash and is designed for larger openings
up to 13.5� in height, with individual panel widths up to 5�
(depending on configuration). The Beefy Bifold is built
to efficiently use space, while the minimal 3/8˝ bottom
track creates a smooth transition between the indoors
and outdoors.

Above: A swing door creates a spacious entry.
Below: An aluminum wood push-out casement window.

Swing Doors,
Pivot Doors, Windows
Pivot Doors

Swing Doors

Our pivot doors are designed for large, spectacular
openings. Think bold and non-traditional. Instead of
hinging off of a jamb, pivot doors rotate on a pivot box and
can swing in, out, or both in and out. We also designed
a performance threshold to protect against weather. The
pivot hardware allows for much bigger panels than swing
doors, and is available with the same profile options as our
Liftslides and Beefy Bifolds.

Our swing doors are built with the same sash profile as our
Liftslide and Beefy Bifold doors. They are available in all
aluminum, aluminum with a wood cladding on the interior,
or all wood. They come in heights up to 13� and widths to
40˝, and are a great complement to nearby Liftslides or
folding doors.

Above: Curved aluminum Liftslides.
Left: House in the Garden, Dallas, Texas.

What Architects Are Saying
“We’ve used Weiland doors on a number of projects and
have been very pleased. On multiple occasions they have
been able to meet some very demanding design needs
such as very large door sizes, unusual pocketing and
operating needs and even large curved doors.”

“Weiland is known for very large door and window units
that lift and slide with ease, seamless door thresholds
with concealed drainage weeps, and custom color high
quality paint finish. Their doors and windows were integral
to the success of our design.”

Jonathan Feldman
Feldman Architects

Dave Mendro
Neumann Mendro Andrulaitis Architects

“The doors were well suited for the project because
of the large sizes available and their performance in
environments with high wind and driving rain.”

“Weiland doors framed magnificent views and gave us the
ability to seamlessly transition between indoor spaces to
the outdoors.”

Mark Szumowski
Zumaooh

Sasha Janev
Backen Gillam Kroeger Architects

Caterpillar House, LEED Platinum.

European Technology Meets
American Ingenuity
Integrity, quality, and attention to detail have defined the Weiland name for over twenty-five
years. In 1984 Weiland began crafting sliding doors and windows in Oceanside, California.
Tailored to the exact specifications of discerning architects, builders, and designers, we
have been creating innovative and precision-crafted European windows and doors ever
since. Weiland continues to push the boundaries of sliding door design and is known for
exceptional service.

2601 Industry Street, Oceanside, California
weilandslidingdoors.com | 760.722.8828

Redefine Boundaries.

